Crystal Structure of Species D Adenovirus Fiber Knobs and Their Sialic Acid Binding Sites
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Adenovirus serotype 37 (Ad37) belongs to species D and can cause epidemic keratoconjunctivitis, whereas the closely related Ad19p does not. Primary cell attachment by adenoviruses is mediated through receptor binding of the knob domain of the fiber protein. The knobs of Ad37 and Ad19p differ at only two positions, Lys240Glu and Asn340Asp. We report the high-resolution crystal structures of the Ad37 and Ad19p knobs, both native and in complex with sialic acid, which has been proposed as a receptor for Ad37. Overall, the Ad37 and Ad19p knobs are very similar to previously reported knob structures, especially to that of Ad5, which binds the coxsackievirus-adenovirus receptor (CAR). Ad37 and Ad19p knobs are structurally identical with the exception of the changed side chains and are structurally most similar to CAR-binding knobs (e.g., that of Ad5) rather than non-CAR-binding knobs (e.g., that of Ad3). The two mutations in Ad19p result in a partial loss of the exceptionally high positive surface charge of the Ad37 knob but do not affect sialic acid binding. This site is located on the top of the trimer and binds both α(2,3) and α(2,6)-linked sialyl-lactose, although only the sialic acid residue makes direct contact. Amino acid alignment suggests that the sialic acid binding site is conserved in several species D serotypes. Our results show that the altered viral tropism and cell binding of Ad19p relative to those of Ad37 are not explained by a different binding ability toward sialyl-lactose.

Adenoviruses form nonenveloped icosahedral particles that contain a double-stranded DNA genome. They are built mainly from 240 copies of hexon proteins and 12 pentons, consisting of trimeric fibers inserted into the pentameric penton bases. Despite a few exceptions, the most commonly used mechanism whereby adenoviruses attach to host cells involves an interaction between a host cell receptor and the knob domain of the viral fiber protein, whereas the penton base is essential for internalization (reviewed in references 8, 44, and 55). The fiber protein is trimeric and is divided into tail, shaft, and knob. The tail anchors the fiber to penton base capsomers, whereas the shaft is built from 6 to 22 copies of a repeating motif. It differs in length and rigidity among species and allows the knob to protrude from the virion and interact with cellular receptors (15).

The 51 characterized human adenoviruses are divided into six different species (A through F [7]). Adenoviruses belonging to species A (adenovirus serotype 12 [Ad12] and Ad31), C (Ad2 and Ad5), D (Ad9 and Ad15), E (Ad4), and F (Ad41) have been shown to interact in vitro with a cellular receptor designated CAR (coxsackievirus-adenovirus receptor) (9, 43, 51). CAR, a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily (9), is able to form intercellular homodimers (52) and appears to be an important component in epithelial tight junctions (17).

Species D contains 32 different serotypes, but most of these serotypes are rarely isolated from humans. However, all isolates of the three serotypes Ad8, Ad19, and Ad37, with the single exception of the prototype isolate of Ad19 (Ad19p), cause a severe ocular disease, epidemic keratoconjunctivitis (EKC) (23, 25).

Different possible receptors for Ad37 have been identified, and their respective roles remain controversial.

On the one hand, Wu et al. (60) showed that Ad37 attached to Chang C cells through a 50-kDa protein in a calcium-dependent and sialic acid-independent manner. Recently, the ligand has been identified as CD46 (59). Human CD46, also known as membrane cofactor protein (MCP), is a widely expressed glycoprotein that is present on most cells. It binds to complement proteins C3b and C4b at the cell surface and is used by some strains of measles virus (19, 38) and human herpesvirus 6 (45) as a cellular receptor. CD46 has been identified recently as a ligand for the species B virus Ad11p (47), Ad35 (24), and other adenoviruses from species B1 (Ad16, Ad21, and Ad50) and B2 (Ad14) (24). The question of the receptor used by Ad3 is not yet settled. Whereas Gaggar et al. (24) found that Ad3 cannot use CD46, Sirena and coworkers found that it is a receptor (48).

On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that all EKC-causing adenoviruses use sialic acid-containing oligosaccharides as cellular receptors instead of CAR (3, 4, 5). This usage matches the unique pathogenicity of the EKC-causing adenoviruses (Ad8, Ad19a, and Ad37). The interaction between these viruses and sialic acid is mediated by a charge-dependent mechanism between the unusually positively charged fiber knobs of these viruses (predicted pI, around 9 [see Fig. 1] [6, 37]) and sialic acid (2). Also, Segerman et al. (47) showed that CHO cells bind Ad37 virus whereas overexpression of CD46 in these cells does not increase binding.

The fiber knob of Ad19p differs in two positions from Ad37: Lys240 and Asn340 for Ad37 are replaced by glutamate and aspartic acid in Ad19p, changing the predicted pI from 9.22 to 3.5 nM) to Chang C cells and that this interaction...
TABLE 1. Statistics on refinement and data collection of the principal data sets and structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value for the following structure (PDB entry):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ad37 native (1uxe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å)</td>
<td>2.0 (2.11–2.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>0.982 (0.969)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicity</td>
<td>3.6 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rmerge (%)</td>
<td>0.107 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reflections</td>
<td>42,597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of water molecules</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rcryst (%)</td>
<td>0.204 (0.286)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rfree (%)</td>
<td>0.241 (0.339)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGMAA coordinate error (Å)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rms bonds</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rms angles (°)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* PDB, Protein Data Bank.

Determines the tropism of Ad37, as Ad19p does not bind. This could be further pinned down further to the Lys240Glu mutation. The change of tropism has been attributed to the change in the electrostatic surface potential of the fiber knob (2).

The fiber knobs of Ad2, Ad3, Ad5, and Ad12 have been crystallized previously (10, 22, 54, 61). The fiber knob of Ad12 has also been crystallized in complex with CAR (10). The CAR binding site is located at the interface between two adjacent knob monomers. It has been shown that the model of the CAR binding site obtained from the Ad12-CAR complex structure is valid as well for species C (27) and D (31) viruses. Kirby et al. (31) have shown that the Ad9 serotype of species D binds CAR with a micromolar affinity, which, however, is of another order of magnitude lower than the affinities of Ad5 and Ad12.

To understand better the structural mechanisms involved in adenovirus interactions with cellular receptors different from CAR and the reasons for the differences in tropism between Ad37 and Ad19p, we determined the 3-dimensional structures of the Ad37 and Ad19p knobs, both alone and in complex with sialyl-lactose.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein expression and purification. The genes corresponding to residues 177 to 365 of the full-length fibers were amplified from viral DNA by using primers 5'-CCCGATCTTGGAAACCAGATAT-3' and 5'-CCGCTCGAGCTATTC TTGGGCAAT-3' and were then cloned into the pPROEX HTb plasmid (Life Technologies) by using BamHI and an XhoI restriction site. The construct has been verified by DNA sequencing. The plasmid contained an N-terminal His tag and a tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage site and was expressed in BL21 Star (DE3) cells (Life Technologies) at 37°C. The pellet from a 3-liter culture was treated with 1 mg of lysozyme/ml on ice and sonicated 10 times for 10 s each time. After centrifugation at 40,000 × g for 30 min, 10 mM imidazole and 15 ml nitrilotriacetic acid resin (Pharmacia) were added to the solution at 4°C with gentle stirring. The resin was filled in a small polyethylene column and washed with 20 mM imidazole in a buffer containing 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl. The protein was eluted with 500 mM imidazole in the same buffer. The His tag was cleaved off by an overnight incubation with 1/100 Histagged TEV protease (50) at 10°C. Imidazole was eliminated by dialysis against the buffer. Uncleaved fiber knob and TEV protease were bound to 7 ml of nitrilotriacetic acid resin in a buffer containing 20 mM imidazole at 4°C. The supernatant was concentrated, purified over a Superdex 200 column (Pharmacia), and concentrated to 11 mg/ml.

Crystallization and structure determination. Crystals of Ad37 and Ad19p fiber knobs were grown by the hanging drop method using a reservoir solution of 24% polyethylene glycol 8000, 50 mM zinc acetate, and 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5). For sialic acid binding, crystals were soaked in the reservoir solution containing additional 10 mM sialyl-lactose (from human colostrum; Boehringer Mannheim). Crystals could be frozen prior to data collection in the 100 K nitrogen gas stream without cryoprotection. Data were collected on beamlines I29, ID14-2, and ID14-3 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) by using ADSC Quantum4 area detectors. Images were processed by using MOSFLM (36) and the CCP4 program suite (18). The structure of Ad37 was solved first by molecular replacement using AMORE (39) and the Ad2 knob trimer (54) as a search model. Eighty-nine percent of the residues which were finally visible could be built with ARP/wARP (41). Chain tracing was completed by using O (30), and the structure was refined by using the crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance system (CNS) (11). Statistics on data collection and refinement are given in Table 1. Crystals of Ad19p differed only very slightly in the cell parameters and were otherwise isomorphous except for the two amino acid mutations differentiating Ad37 and Ad19p. Coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank.

Calculation of the ligand occupancy. Crystals of Ad37 and Ad19p fiber knobs were soaked for a minimum of 2 h in different concentrations of sialyl-lactose in the reservoir solution. Data sets covering 180° were collected at maximal resolutions (dmax) ranging from 1.75 to 2.2 Å and processed as described above. The unit cells of all crystals were treated as identical and isomorphous to the native Ad37–10 mM sialic acid data set. The Ad37 and Ad19p structures determined at a sialyl-lactose concentration of 10 mM were used as reference structures (Table 1). They were subjected to a refinement of the overall temperature factor and a positional refinement (leaving the sialyl-lactose group fixed) against the different data sets. (Fobs–Fcalc) omit maps where the sialyl-lactose atoms and the atoms of tyrosine residues 308 and
RESULTS

The fiber knob domain of Ad37 containing residues 177 to 365 of the native fiber could be crystallized in spacegroup P21 with the following cell parameters: a = 60.7 Å, b = 68.7 Å, c = 74.7 Å, \( \beta = 94.9^\circ \). The asymmetric unit contains one trimer. Crystals that had been soaked with 10 mM sialyl-lactose diffracted to 1.5 Å resolution and were used to solve the structure by molecular replacement based on the model of the Ad2 fiber knob trimer (54).

In the crystal, the knob trimers interact mainly through zinc ions, identified by a strong electron density next to His231 and different carboxylic acid residues of neighboring molecules. Because His231 does not show any conservation across related sequences (Fig. 1), we consider the zinc binding to be an artifact due to the presence of zinc in the precipitant.

The structure shows the residues from Thr183 to Glu365, the natural C terminus of the protein (Fig. 2A). Overall, the fiber knob closely resembles previously determined structures. The central \( \beta \)-sandwich structure as well as the subunit orientation is well conserved. A least-squares superposition of the Co atoms of the different structures (Ad2, 155 atoms, 0.99 Å rms; Ad3, 150 atoms, 1.36 Å rms; Ad5, 168 atoms, 0.93 Å rms; Ad12, 159 atoms, 1.29 Å rms) reveals that the CAR binding serotype Ad5 is the most closely related structure (Fig. 2B and D). Relative to other fiber knob structures, an additional small \( \beta \)-sheet formed by strands C' and I' (Fig. 1 and 2A) is located on the top of the structure.

By use of the analogous construct, fiber heads from Ad19p crystallized in the same way in crystals with very similar cell parameters. The two structures are identical except for the two amino acid changes in Ad19p: Lys240Glu and Asn340Asp. In Ad37, Lys240 is located on the very top of the fiber knob in the CD loop, whereas Asn340 is located on the center of the outer \( \beta \)-sheet in strand I.

On the very top, both knobs carry a sialic acid binding site as identified by soaking the crystals with sialyl-lactose. The sialic acid and adjacent galactose residues are visible. This site is located in the highly positively charged surface at the top of the

FIG. 2. Structure of the Ad37 fiber head. (A) Ad37 knob trimer seen from the top. The positions of the bound sialic acid groups (green) and the residues differing in Ad37 (cyan) versus Ad19p (white) are shown in ball-and-stick representation. Circle highlights strands C' and I', which are typical of Ad37. (B) Representation of the CAR binding interface from the Ad12–CAR complex, with the backbone of the Ad12 knob shown in green and CAR shown in magenta. Contact residues of Ad12 are shown as ball-and-stick. The known structures of different serotypes have been aligned onto the Ad12 structure, and corresponding loops of Ad2 (yellow), Ad5 (blue), and Ad37 (red) are shown. EG' loops from another monomer are shown with brighter colors. (C) Stereogram of the Ad37 backbone (black). The trimer axis is tilted downward by 30°. The bound sialic acid residue, Lys240, and Asn340 are shown in ball-and-stick representation. The Co atoms of the residues corresponding to the CAR binding site of Ad12 (10) are shown as green spheres. (D) A subunit of Ad5 (blue) has been aligned with the corresponding Co atoms of Ad37 (black; corresponding to thick line in Fig. 2C). (E) A subunit of Ad3 (red) has been aligned with the corresponding Co atoms of Ad37 (black).
The very basic surface of the molecule (Fig. 3) is characteristic of Ad37, compared, for example, with the structurally closely related surface of Ad5 fiber heads. Due to the two amino acid changes in the knob domain for Ad19p, the surface of this knob is less basic, even though the central part comprising the sialic acid binding sites remains unchanged.

The sialic acid residue of the sialyl-lactose used in the soaking experiment is in its usual chair conformation, presenting an axial carboxylic acid group. This group is recognized by hydrogen bonds to the amino group of Lys345 (Fig. 4A and B). The hydroxyl group of Tyr312 hydrogen bonds to the hydroxyl group in position 4 of the sugar ring. The sugar ring is located on top of the stretch of residues from Pro317 to Pro320, where it excludes 2 to 3 water molecules and forms a sole hydrogen bond between its amide nitrogen and the carbonyl of Pro317. Tyr312, Tyr308 of another monomer, and to a lesser extent Pro317 and Val322 form a hydrophobic pocket, which binds the N-acetyl group. Interestingly, the glycerol moiety of the sialic acid is not involved in any direct interactions with the protein.
The compound used in the experiment is a mixture of α(2,3)- and α(2,6)-sialyl-lactose (about 85 and 15%, respectively). Surprisingly, for two of the binding sites on the trimer, the presence of the dominant α(2,3)-sialyl-lactose is observed, whereas for the third binding site, α(2,6)-sialyl-lactose is visible (Fig. 4C). This difference is due to an interaction of the galactose moiety with a symmetry-related protein for one of the binding sites, which creates the preference for α(2,6)-sialyl-lactose combined with a putative clash for an α(2,3)-linked lactose group. For the other molecules, the lactose moiety does not interact with the protein, but still the energy minimum of its glycosidic torsion angles, as discussed by Imberty et al. (29), fixes the orientation of the galactose residue. We observe φ = 56°, ψ = 110° and φ = 65°, ψ = 111° for the two α(2,3)-linked residues. Probably these two sites are also partially occupied with α(2,6)-sialyl-lactose, which is invisible due to low occupancy and the higher conformational flexibility of the α(2,6)-linkage.

The orientation of the carbohydrate molecule bound to the knob with the lactose groups pointing upward is as expected for a protein binding to terminal sialic acid (Fig. 4C). This indicates that interactions with other units of a complex carbohydrate structure are less likely.

There are no conformational changes upon sialic acid binding. The increase in resolution of crystals soaked with sialyl-lactose is probably due to improved crystal contact by the binding of the α(2,6)-sialyl-lactose in between two trimers.

Because a role of calcium in ligand binding had been shown by Wu et al. (59), we also collected data on crystals soaked simultaneously with 5 mM CaCl₂ and 10 mM sialyl-lactose. No extra electron density was present in this structure, excluding a possibility of the bound sialyl-lactose complex. The orientation of the carbohydrate molecule bound to the knob with the lactose groups pointing upward is as expected for a protein binding to terminal sialic acid (Fig. 4C). This indicates that interactions with other units of a complex carbohydrate structure are less likely.

The occupancy of the sialic acid binding site as a function of the ligand concentration was investigated in order to derive an estimate for the Kᵣ of the sialyl-lactose–Ad37 knob complex. Analysis of the ligand occupancy is complicated due to the strong correlation between temperature factor and occupancy during refinement, even at resolutions between 2.2 and 1.5 Å. Furthermore, in the case of the free receptor, water molecules are bound in the ligand binding site, contributing to the electron density present at the position of the ligand. A careful treatment as described in Materials and Methods is thus necessary in order to obtain estimates for the real occupancy and the dissociation constant. Some limitations of the method still persist: the values may be affected by changes in the electrostatic potential due to neighboring molecules in the crystal, and the buffer used for crystallization may affect the dissociation constant. Still, the values obtained should give an idea of the buffer used for crystallization may affect the dissociation constant. Furthermore, in the case of the free receptor, water molecules are bound in the ligand binding site, contributing to the electron density present at the position of the ligand.

The role of calcium in sialic acid binding or in the bridge with the carboxyl group. Influenza virus hemagglutinin and rotavirus VP4 form hydrogen bonds to the carboxyl group of sialic acid by means of the hydroxyl group of serine and a main-chain amide atom, whereas in VP1 and Ad37, fiber knob, arginine, and lysine residues form a salt bridge with the carboxyl group.

recently, the structure of reovirus attachment protein σ1 has been solved (13). This structure is related to the adenovirus fiber protein; it shows a similar organization in a trimeric head domain, formed here by three β-barrel structures with a topology similar to that of the adenovirus fiber knob, and a shaft domain formed, again, from a β-repeat similar to that observed for adenovirus (53). Unlike the Ad37 fiber head, this protein binds sialic acid through residues of its shaft region (14).

The Kᵣ values of sialyl-lactose that we obtained, 5 mM for Ad37 and 7 mM for Ad19p, are not significantly different for the two strains and are in agreement with the 50% inhibitory concentration of 5 mM for Ad37 and sialyl-lactose determined in virus attachment inhibition assays (3). These values are in the range of dissociation constants observed for other sialic acid binding proteins. Influenza virus hemagglutinin binds sialyl-lactose with a Kᵣ around 3 mM (strain X-31 [46]). In the case of the rotavirus VP8 core protein (21), a Kᵣ around 1.2

**DISCUSSION**

The two key residues of the sialic acid binding site, Tyr312 and Lys345, are conserved within the known fiber sequences of species D (Fig. 1). The other residues delimiting the binding site, Tyr308, Pro317, and Val322, are also largely conserved.

Pro317 can be replaced by alanine or isoleucine, but because the contact involves only the main chain carbonyl, the conformation of the main chain around this residue may still be the same. Most of the variation is found in the Ad15 sequence, with a replacement of Tyr308 by valine and of Pro317 by isoleucine. It is possible that this strain does not bind sialic acid, but the other strains in species D are very likely to do so.

The first viral sialic acid binding protein whose structure was solved was influenza virus hemagglutinin (58), followed (not considering neuraminidases) by polyomavirus VP1 protein (49) and the rotavirus VP4 sialic acid binding domain (20). These receptors differ greatly in their interactions with sialic acid. In particular, Ad37 fiber knobs and VP1 share the absence of interactions with the glycerol group. Influenza virus hemagglutinin and rotavirus VP4 form hydrogen bonds to the carboxyl group of sialic acid by means of the hydroxyl group of serine and a main-chain amide atom, whereas in VP1 and Ad37, fiber knob, arginine, and lysine residues form a salt bridge with the carboxyl group.

Recently, the structure of reovirus attachment protein σ1 has been solved (13). This structure is related to the adenovirus fiber protein; it shows a similar organization in a trimeric head domain, formed here by three β-barrel structures with a topology similar to that of the adenovirus fiber knob, and a shaft domain formed, again, from a β-repeat similar to that observed for adenovirus (53). Unlike the Ad37 fiber head, this protein binds sialic acid through residues of its shaft region (14).

The Kᵣ values of sialyl-lactose that we obtained, 5 mM for Ad37 and 7 mM for Ad19p, are not significantly different for the two strains and are in agreement with the 50% inhibitory concentration of 5 mM for Ad37 and sialyl-lactose determined in virus attachment inhibition assays (3). These values are in the range of dissociation constants observed for other sialic acid binding proteins. Influenza virus hemagglutinin binds sialyl-lactose with a Kᵣ around 3 mM (strain X-31 [46]). In the case of the rotavirus VP8 core protein (21), a Kᵣ around 1.2
mM has been obtained for various sialic acid-containing glycosides.

The conservation of the sialic acid binding site, the orientation of the bound sugar, and the order of magnitude of the affinity suggest that terminal sialic acid residues are certainly important in initial cell attachment of species D viruses. The interaction could be similar to the interaction of influenza virus with host cells, where sialic acid is used exclusively despite an affinity of the individual binding sites in the millimolar range.

Despite the presence of conserved amino acids in the sialic acid-interacting site of species D adenoviruses, other types besides Ad8, Ad19a, and Ad37 are rarely or never associated with EKC. Unlike other adenoviruses, these three viruses display the highest theoretical pI’s in the knob domain (pI = 9.2). The pK_a of sialic acid is low (2.6), which strongly suggests the involvement of a charge-dependent interaction. In support of this suggestion, the binding of Ad37 to sialic acid has been shown to be sensitive to salt and negatively charged compounds (2).

Different possible explanations for high-affinity binding of virions with ocular tropism are as follows: (i) simply increased avidity due to multiple interactions between virions and cells, (ii) the additional positive charge of the fiber as already mentioned, (iii) the recognition in vivo of a modified, more complex sialylated carbohydrate structure, (iv) the simultaneous recognition of sialic acid and a protein surface, and (v) a second interaction with a protein molecule independent of sialic acid binding.

The difference in structure between serotype Ad37, with ocular tropism, and serotype Ad19p, without ocular tropism, is subtle and localized to the residues that are different in the two strains (Lys240Glu and Asn340Asp). The Lys240Glu mutation has been reported to abort adenovirus infections in monkey cells, and similar events may explain the limited ocular tropism with host cells, where sialic acid is used exclusively despite an affinity of the individual binding sites in the millimolar range.

The CAR binding site, located on the side of the knob, and the sialic acid binding site, located on the very top of the knob, are distinct and do not overlap (Fig. 2C). Binding of these two ligands should be independent. It is unlikely that the carbohydrate structures of the two glycosylation sites on CAR can interact with the sialic acid binding site.

Recently, CD46 has been shown to be a ligand for Ad37 (59). The same protein has already been identified as the receptor for a number of species B viruses (24) such as Ad11p (47) and Ad3 (48). Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the knob of Ad37 with species B representatives (Ad3 and Ad11) shows relatively little identity (28 and 29%, respectively, compared to 48% for Ad5 [Fig. 1]). Furthermore, alignment of the Ca backbone with Ad3, the only known 3-dimensional structure of species B, shows little conservation in the loop regions (Fig. 2E). The Ad3 structure is also unique due to the hydrophobic character of its surface, which is more or less conserved within species B (22), a feature not shared by Ad37 (data not shown). It is therefore rather unlikely that there is a shared CD46 binding site for the two virus species.

The two N-terminal repeats of CD46 with a known 3-dimensional structure (12), to which measles virus binds, have all the features expected for a suitable ligand for Ad37 fibers: a negative surface charge complementary to the positive charge of the fiber head (by analysis with GRASP [40] [data not shown]), a potentially trimeric structure (12), and sialic acid-containing complex carbohydrates. However, CD46 is expressed on all nucleated cells, and binding of Ad37 to CD46 cannot alone explain the specific ocular tropism. Moreover, CD46 is present in ocular fluid, indicating that it may inhibit rather than promote Ad37 binding (16).

The Ad37 knob structure will be valuable for the design of antiadenovirus drugs, in particular drugs directed against EKC which block the sialic acid binding site or another interaction with a cellular ligand. However, only a structure of the complex with the entire cellular receptor molecule will yield a definitive answer about the mode of interaction.
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